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ABSTRACT 

Discovering rare categories and classifying new instances of them are important data mining issues in many fields, but 
fully supervised learning of a rare class classifier is prohibitively costly in labeling effort. Therefore there has been increasing 
interest in both inactive discoveries and active learning. Developing active learning algorithms to optimize both rare class 
discovery and classification simultaneously is challenging because discovery and classification has conflicting requirements in 
query criteria. In this paper, these issues are solved with two contributions: a unified active learning model to jointly discover 
new categories and a EML is used for classification. Extensive evaluation on standard glass data sets demonstrates the superiority 
of this approach. 
Keywords: Rare class, ELM, classification 

1. Introduction

Data mining is the computational process of discovering patterns in large data sets. The overall goal of the data 
mining process is to extract information from a data set and transform it into an understandable structure for further 
use. There are many tasks in data mining in this paper discus about the rare classes. Rare events are events that occur 
very infrequently, i.e. the frequency ranges from 0.1% to less than 10%. However, when they do occur, their 
consequences can be very heavy. So that mining the rare classes are very important task in data mining. Rare classes 
are useful in many fields such as Medical diagnostics, Credit card fraud detections etc.  

There are many methods are use to find the rare classes, they are supervised learning unsupervised learning 
and active learning. In supervised learning large number of labeled data require for classification [1]. However, in 
some application domains such as image processing and text categorization, labels are often difficult and time 
consuming to obtain. As a result, the active learning model is proposed, which aims at labeling the most informative 
samples to minimize the cost of obtaining labeled data. Training a classifier for a priori undiscovered classes 
requires both discovery and classifier learning. In this paper address the joint discovery and classification by 
adaptively balancing query criteria and generative and discriminative classifiers. Generative classifier used for small 
dataset and discriminative classifier used for large dataset [6]. Based on the dataset the classifiers are selected. This 
approach is applied in UCI dataset and performance evaluated. 
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 2. Related Work 

There are many supervised learning algorithm are proposed [1] to identified the rare class, but all algorithms require 
a dataset with labeled samples for all the classes. As a result, the active learning model is proposed, which aims at 
labeling the most informative samples to minimize the cost of obtaining labeled data. Active learning is a machine 
learning frame work in which the learning algorithm selects the instance to be labeled and include into the training 
material. To identify the rare class  mixture model is developed [2]  they classify the data instance based on the 
probability function and the instance with high probability function is choose  for the label instance and active 
learning query is apply to predict the new classes. This algorithm finds the new instance quickly but it has low 
accuracy. To increase the accuracy the new algorithm [3] is proposed, it uses the SVM classifier to select the label 
instance and the instances with low certainty score are labeled. After update the new instance the SVM classifier 
performed again. This algorithm is used only for the binary classification. 

 To find the rare class in multiclass classification an ALADIN algorithm [3] which uses the naive Bayes 
algorithm used to classify the data. The low likely hood is calculated for unlabeled instance and the instance with the 
high likely hood is selected for labeled instance. In this algorithm give high accuracy to find the rare classes but it is 
time consuming. 

To increase the robustness in finding rare classes, nearest neighborhood approach and local density 
function are used. Hierarchy mean shift [5] is a cluster based algorithm to find the rare instance which use fewer 
query than the existing approach. All the above algorithms are use to detect the rare classes in efficient manner. 
Predicting and classifying the rare classes are become a big problem. The algorithm described above are use to 
predict the rare class they are not use to classify the rare classes. Rare class discovery and categorization algorithm 
is use to solve this problem efficiently. Here the extreme learning machine is use for classification.ELM is used 
because this is more efficient than the other classifiers. 

The objective of active discovery and classification are 
• Finding the new instance quickly. 
• To classify the dataset in efficient manner. 

3. Rare Class Analysis 

3.1 ELM Classifier 

This paper use extreme learning machine they are incrementally trained and they are use to find the rare classes in 
efficient manner. 

3.1.1 Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 

ELM classifier[8] directly predicts the class label from observation.ELM use to classify linear and non linear 
dataset. ELM is combination of both SVM and neural network. 

In ELM  the input weights and hidden layer biases of SLFNs can be randomly assigned if the activation functions 
in the hidden layer are infinitely differentiable. After the input weights and the hidden layer biases are chosen 
randomly, SLFNs can be simply considered as a linear system and the output weights (linking the hidden layer to 
the output layer) of SLFNs can be analytically determined through simple generalized inverse operation of the 
hidden layer output matrices.  

 
3.2 Active Learning 

Active learning is a learning algorithm uses to selects the instance to be labeled and include into the 
training material. Given a set of unlabeled instance U={x1…….xm} and labeled instance L= {(x1,y1)…….(xn,yn)} 
active learning is performed to train the classifier f on labeled instance L and using the query function Q(f,L,U)→i* 
to identified the unlabeled instance to be labeled and added the labeled instance to . Here we use the two type of the 
query function is used to active discovery. 
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3.2.1 Query Criteria 

Uncertainty This approach the learner apply the query to the instance which having posterior probability of 
0.5[2].For multiclass classification the uncertainty query is applied to the unlabeled instance based on entropy    

    �∗ = �−∑ �	
�� �� ��� ����	
�� �� ��				          (1) 

Gibbs function is use to select a group of the element to be labeled. 

��(�) ∝ exp	�� ∑ �	
�� �� ��� ����	
�� �� �     (2)          where,	� is the Gibbs parameter. 

Likelihood This approach is use low-likelihood to select the unlabeled instance. Using the likelihood query is 
useful in the finding the new class based on following rule             
        �∗ = !"�#�$�(#!���	(

� ��� ))                (3) 

								�%(�) ∝ &�
−�#!���	(
� ��� )�              (4) 

The uncertainty measure is very useful for decision boundary. The likelihood measure is use to find the new classes 
in efficient manner. 

3.5 Algorithm for Rare Class Analysis 

 The algorithm describes about how rare classes are find and classify 

INPUT: Dataset 
OUTPUT: Rare class 
1) Train ELM classifier 
Repeat 

1) Compute query criteria 
2) Add the unlabeled instance to labeled instance 
3) Update the classifier 
4) Compute the entropy of the classifier 

2)Testing 
INPUT: Testing samples, EML classifier 

1) Classify the data based on the selected classifier 

In the above algorithm first we train the EML classifier. After performing the classification two type of the 
query criteria i.e. uncertainty (2) and likelihood (4) query is apply to the unclassified data to identified the class 
labels and the identified rare class are updated. After the labeled dataset are updated the ELM classifier is used for 
the classification of the updated dataset.  

4. Experiments 

The above algorithm is tested in the glass data set. This data set contains 214 number of instance. Six types of 
glasses are identified based on the oxide content. Classification of glass dataset is motivated in crime investigation. 
Performance was evaluated by the average classification accuracy of over all classes. The performance of generative 
classifier with likely hood query is computed by Area under classification curve gives poor performance compared 
with the active learning algorithm, therefore active learning algorithm is effective for large data set. 

5. Conclusion and Future Enhancement 

The rare class discovery and classification algorithm described here are use to identify the priori 
undiscovered classes and classified based on two active learning query criteria and EML classifier. To select the 
generative and discriminative classifier, we use multiclass entropy. Generative and discriminative models are 
constructing in parallel, for active discovery and learning, the improvement is viewable. To enhance the 
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performance the implemented two methods i.e. generative and discriminative classifiers are coupled, or we can use 
any other classifier to increase the performance, so that the maximum accuracy can be obtain. 
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